
 
New Items - March 2024

 
FICTION

Please call/email if you would like an assistant to put an item on hold for you.

Call: 608-759-2665       Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
Fourteen Days : a literary project of the
Authors Guild of America
by Margaret Atwood

During the pandemic, a group of Manhattan neighbors gather nightly on
a rooftop to tell stories in a collaborative novel where each character
was secretly written by a major literary voice, including Margaret
Atwood and Celest Ng.

Irish Milkshake Murder
by Carlene O'Connor

Three cozy novellas that take place on St. Patrick's Day include the tale
of a killer green milkshake at a New Jersey luncheonette and another
murderous milkshake that takes out a wedding guest on a ferry trip to
Inis Mór.

The Guest
by B. A. Paris

When their friend Laure moves in after her husband reveals he's had a
child with another woman, Iris and Gabriel, with Laure acting
increasingly unhinged and broken relationships and hidden motives
linked to a recent tragedy piling up around them, must reckon with
whether their happy life has been an illusion.
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After Annie : a novel
by Anna Quindlen

After Annie Brown dies suddenly, her family and her best friend struggle
to maintain their lives and eventually discover that they are able to
grow, change and become stronger due to their memories and the
lasting power of love.

The Book Charmer
by Karen Hawkins

A New York Times best-selling author offers a story about a sleepy
Southern town, two fiercely independent women and a truly magical
friendship. 

The Chaos Agent
by Mark Greaney

Coming out of hiding when someone starts killing leading experts on
robotics and intelligence, Gray Man, the world's deadliest assassin,
must elude his enemies to uncover a sinister global plot.

Three-inch Teeth
by C. J. Box

When the outlaw he locked up years ago is released from prison,
determined to exact revenge on the six people who sent him away,
Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett, with a grizzly bear on a rampage,
soon discovers he's one of those six people.
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Chasing the Horizon
by Mary Connealy

After discovering her tyrannical father plans to commit her to an
asylum, Beth Rutledge and her mother flee on a wagon heading west to
Iowa where they consider whether or not to trust the handsome scout
leading the caravan.

If the Boot Fits
by Karen Witemeyer

"When Samantha Dearing's rancher father hosts a ball to find her a
husband, she balks at the prospect of marrying a man not of her own
choosing. After a mystery guest saves her brother's life and then
disappears, leaving only his boot behind, her search for its owner leads
to an ending more enchanting than she imagined"

Never Too Late : a novel
by Danielle Steel

Starting a new life in New York, Kezia Cooper Hobson, recently
widowed, moves into a beautiful midtown penthouse where she forms
an instant connection with her movie-star next-door neighbor over
their strong impulse to help those in need after a devastating crisis
strikes the city.

Letters of Wisdom
by Wanda E. Brunstetter

When she becomes physically and emotionally abusive to her own
children, Irma Miller, struggling with her own childhood trauma,
reaches out to her friend Doretta for prayer and wisdom, learning that
to save her family, she must admit she needs professional help.
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Finding Us
by Tracie Peterson

A camera girl at a 1909 Seattle exposition, Eleanor Bennett, is haunted
by a photo she took of a mourning widow and is shocked when her
friend recognizes the woman as his long-lost sister-in-law, in the
follow-up to Remember Me.

Remember Me
by Tracie Peterson

"Haunted by heartbreak and betrayal, Addie Bryant escapes her terrible
circumstances with the hope she can forever hide her past and with the
belief she will never have the future she's always dreamed of. When
she's reunited with her lost love, Addie must decide whether to run or
to face her wounds to embrace her life, her future, and her hope in
God"

The Gem of Ireland's Crown: Cullen's Celtic
Cabaret - Book 4
by Grainger, Jean

Book Annotation

The Covenant of Water : a novel
by Abraham Verghese

Spanning the years 1900 to 1977, and set in Kerala, on South India's
Malabar Coast, an epic of love, faith and medicine follows three
generations of a family that suffers a peculiar affliction: in every
generation, at least one person dies by drowning.
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The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store
by James McBride

When a skeleton is unearthed in the small, close-knit community of
Chicken Hill, Pennsylvania, in 1972, an unforgettable cast of characters
—living on the margins of white, Christian America—closely guard a
secret, especially when the truth is revealed about what happened and
the part the town's white establishment played in it.

Come and Get It : a novel
by Kiley Reid

A senior resident assistant at the University of Arkansas accepts an easy
yet unusual opportunity offered by a visiting professor and things get
messy when her new side-hustle is jeopardized by strange new friends
and illicit and vengeful dorm antics.

A Little Pinprick (Rainey Paxton Series)
by Dearth, Paige

Book Annotation

The Girl on the Boat: An utterly gripping and
epic World War 2 novel (The Emerald Sisters)
BOOK 1
by Hewitt, Kate

Book Annotation
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An Amish Honor: An Amish Romance
by Spredemann, Jennifer

Book Annotation

Coming Later This Month
The #1 Lawyer - March 18
by James Patterson

A small-town lawyer with a big-time reputation, Stafford Lee Penney,
Mississippi's #1 lawyer who has never lost a case, when his wife is
scandalously killed, spirals into a legal and personal legal streak,
ruining his career, and making him the nation's #1 suspect.

The Wild Side -  March 26
by Fern Michaels

Called back to the Office of Special Investigations for a highly
specialized assignment, school guidance counselor Melanie Drake must
pose as an escort to infiltrate a dangerous international group of
billionaires during a decadent dinner to collect information vital to
national security.

The Truth About the Devlins - March 26
by Lisa Scottoline

The charming disappointment in the prominent Devlin family, TJ Devlin
finds his world turned upside down when his lawyer brother confesses
he has just killed one of his clients and, seizing this chance to prove his
worth, becomes entangled in a deadly web of deception and murder to
save his brother.
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